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Rites of Command 

Order from Understanding 

Cost: 15 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 2, Destiny 2

Duration: Story Type: Simple (30 long ticks)

Keywords: Combo, Influence, Order, Social

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery

Priests of Order understand how people organise and 

interact. This Feat is an attempt to survey the relationships 

and power structures of a formal organisation. The hero 

rolls ([Perception or Intelligence] + Seneschal) against a 

difficulty based on the size of the organisation (1 

Success reduces any external penalties on attempts to 

manipulate the social group by the threshold achieved. The 

penalty reduction may not be greater than the character’s 

Destiny. This Feat may only be used on a given organis

once per story unless there is a significant change in its 

structure. (Understanding the Court, p.239) 

Commanding Wisdom 

Cost: 5 HR, 3 WP Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3

Duration: Instant Type: Simple (6 long ticks)

Keywords: Combo, Influence, Order, Social

Prerequisite Feats: Order from Understanding

Priests of Order are known for shaping and guiding the 

beliefs of common men.  This Feat is a social attack to make 

a formal social group such as a court, kingdom or secret 

society, believe something. The character must have spent 

several days within the last month encouraging the desired 

belief within this group before using this Feat

must be invoked in the presence of at least one member of 

that group. The hero’s player rolls ([Charisma or 

Manipulation] + [Empathy or Performance or Presence

ANY CHANNEL 

MASTERY 
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: Channel 2, Destiny 2 

: Simple (30 long ticks) 
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: Any Channel Mastery 

Priests of Order understand how people organise and 

interact. This Feat is an attempt to survey the relationships 

formal organisation. The hero 

rolls ([Perception or Intelligence] + Seneschal) against a 

e of the organisation (1 – 5). 

Success reduces any external penalties on attempts to 

manipulate the social group by the threshold achieved. The 

penalty reduction may not be greater than the character’s 

Destiny. This Feat may only be used on a given organisation 

once per story unless there is a significant change in its 
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Social 

: Order from Understanding 

Priests of Order are known for shaping and guiding the 

social attack to make 

group such as a court, kingdom or secret 

character must have spent 

encouraging the desired 

Feat, and this Feat 

the presence of at least one member of 

player rolls ([Charisma or 

or Presence]).  

 

 

The difficulty is equal to the (group leader’s [MDV or SDV] + 

1-5 for the size of the group).

This Feat exerts unnatural mental infl

effect on individuals—only on groups.

redefine a church’s dogma or change the

of a nation, but any given individual reacts

accord. A group must spend 

escape the imposed belief permanently, or 1 Loyalt

resist for a scene. The primary function of 

Wisdom outside of narrative time is to limit the actions that

social groups can take. (Wise

Divine Mandate 

Cost: 5 HR, 3 WP Requires

Duration: Instant Type: Simple (10 long ticks)

Keywords: Combo, Influence, Order, Social

Prerequisite Feats: Commanding Wisdom

Through decree passed down from gods and honoured 

Ancestors, the priest is able to shape a society’s laws and 

taboos. This Feat is a social attack

group accept a particular taboo or fad. The character must 

have spent several hours within the last month encouraging 

the desired behaviour within this group, and the Feat must 

be used in the presence of at least one membe

group. The priest rolls ([Charisma or Manipulation] + 

[Empathy or Performance or Presence]) against the group 

leader’s ([MDV or SDV] + 1-5 for the size of the group).

Success causes the desired behaviour to become adopted 

by the group, even to the point of becoming official policy 

or law. This effect remains until the group leader has spent 

(caster’s Destiny x 2) Loyalty to remove it, at a maximum of 

1 per week. This Feat has no effect on individuals, save that 

Compelling Taunt 

Forceful Command 

Divine Majesty 

The difficulty is equal to the (group leader’s [MDV or SDV] + 

5 for the size of the group). 

Feat exerts unnatural mental influence but has no 

only on groups. The character can 

redefine a church’s dogma or change the prevailing beliefs 

of a nation, but any given individual reacts of his own 

A group must spend (caster’s Destiny) Loyalty to 

escape the imposed belief permanently, or 1 Loyalty to 

The primary function of Commanding 

outside of narrative time is to limit the actions that 

(Wise-eyed Courtier Method, p.238) 

Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 4 

: Simple (10 long ticks) 

: Combo, Influence, Order, Social 

: Commanding Wisdom 

Through decree passed down from gods and honoured 

Ancestors, the priest is able to shape a society’s laws and 

al attack to make a formal social 

group accept a particular taboo or fad. The character must 

have spent several hours within the last month encouraging 

the desired behaviour within this group, and the Feat must 

be used in the presence of at least one member of the 

group. The priest rolls ([Charisma or Manipulation] + 

[Empathy or Performance or Presence]) against the group 

5 for the size of the group). 

Success causes the desired behaviour to become adopted 

point of becoming official policy 

or law. This effect remains until the group leader has spent 

(caster’s Destiny x 2) Loyalty to remove it, at a maximum of 

1 per week. This Feat has no effect on individuals, save that 



breaking the new taboo or fad may make them outcasts. 

(Taboo-inflicting Diatribe, p.238) 

Rite of Conscription 

Cost: 10 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple (5 long ticks) 

Keywords: Combo, Influence, Obvious, Order, Social 

Prerequisite Feats: Understanding From Order 

The glory of the Church inspires mortals to awe. The hero 

attempts to persuade everyone who can hear him to 

organize in his service, his player rolling (Charisma + 

[Performance or Presence]) against the MDV of each valid 

target. This Feat organizes all characters whom the priest 

successfully persuades into a social group under the priest’s 

direction. The group dissolves if the character abandons it 

for more than a day. Rite of Conscription counts as 

unnatural influence. (Gathering the Congregation, p.240) 

To Arms! 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Channel 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

An adept of Order is always prepared. With a quick shout, 

the character may add their Destiny as automatic successes 

to a Join Battle Roll. Characters with Destiny 4+ may spend 

an extra 2 HR to extend this benefit to any allies within 

(Channel x 5m). Affected companions add the caster’s 

Destiny as successes, not their own. 

Apparition of Glory 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo, Influence, Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: To Arms! 

The hero shines with the glory and grace of a saint. This 

feat supplements an attempt at influence and renders the 

target’s MDV inapplicable. SDV may still apply if the 

situation permits. (Terrifying Apparition of Glory, p.204) 

Mantle of Authority 

Cost: 4 HR Requires: Channel 5, Destiny 4 

Duration: Scene Type: Simple (4 long ticks) 

Keywords: Combo, Influence, Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: Apparition of Glory 

A priest of Order is often called upon the assume a position 

of leadership. This Feat is a form of unnatural mental 

influence. For the rest of the scene, each character who 

interacts personally with the priest and has a lower MDV 

than the hero’s Presence suffers an unnatural illusion 

effect. He believes that the character is someone with 

authority over him. Recognizing this belief as an illusion 

costs two Willpower. (Authority-radiating Stance, p.204) 

Compelling Taunt 

Cost: 4 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple 

Keywords: Combo, Influence, Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: To Arms! 

Invoking the names of the Ancestors, the priest commands 

an unbeliever to attack him, forsaking all other targets. The 

caster rolls (Charisma + Presence) against MDV. Success 

compels the subject to immediately cease all other 

activities in favour of making an attack on the hero. The 

victim will take any steps necessary to close on and assault 

the caster, short of an action that is obviously suicidal. They 

won’t attempt to leap from a 20m castle wall, for example, 

but they will walk through fire or charge the line of infantry 

protecting the priest. 

Compelling Taunt is unnatural influence and the effect 

persists until the victim has rolled to hit the caster with an 

attack. 

Forceful Command 

Cost: 5 HR Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 4 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple (Speed 6, -2 DV) 

Keywords: Combo, Influence, Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: Compelling Taunt 

Secure in the conviction that he is right, it is the priest’s 

duty to steer others onto the righteous path – by force if 

necessary. The character may issue a single command by 

rolling (Charisma + Presence) against MDV. A priest may 

affect a number of targets equal to his Destiny +1, but each 

target beyond the first costs 1 HR extra. All targets must be 

able to see and hear the hero. The affected subjects will 

follow the command to the best of their ability, short of 

actions that are obviously suicidal. Targets may still defend 

themselves as appropriate but this is a secondary concern 

compared to the priest’s order. 

Forceful Command counts as unnatural influence and the 

effect will persist until the command has been successfully 

carried out or 24 hours have passed. 

Divine Majesty 

Cost 7 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 5, Destiny 5 

Duration: Scene Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: Forceful Command 

The hero burns with the incandescent radiance of the 

greatest of Saints. This Feat intimidates others, negating 



Compel Alignment Prayer of Perfection Rite of 

Reinforcement 

Rite of the Martyr 

ANY CHANNEL 

MASTERY 

Fortification Blessed Fortitude Anointment of 

Health 

Blessing of Iron Blessing of Steel Blessing of Bronze 

any physical or social attack made against the priest unless 

the attacker’s player succeeds on a reflexive resistance roll. 

The hero’s player chooses when purchasing this Feat 

whether a difficulty 1 Courage roll or a difficulty 2 

Willpower roll is the appropriate form of resistance. The 

attacker need succeed only once per action, no matter how 

many attacks she makes during a flurry. This Feat’s effects 

are a form of unnatural mental influence, and characters 

can spend 3 Willpower to resist the effects of Divine 

Majesty for a scene. (Majestic Radiant Presence, p.204) 

Rites of Structure 

Compel Alignment 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Channel 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple (2 long ticks) 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

Spirits of Order abhor uncertainty and untidiness. This Feat 

allows the caster to tidy and sort any collection of mundane 

objects into whatever order she desires. The space to be 

affected must be a discrete area and the items to be sorted 

must be a distinct group. Items worn, carried or in use by 

anyone are not affected. Suitable and practical uses of this 

novice’s trick include cataloguing a library, tidying a cell at 

the temple, or stacking the treasury into piles of exactly 1 

talent. There is no limit to the size of collection that can be 

sorted and ordered, although each use of this Feat affects a 

single room (approximately 3m square) at a time. Larger 

areas require multiple, continuous casts and any 

interruptions require that the hero starts over – there is no 

picking up where she left off. 

Prayer of Perfection 

Cost: 5 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, Order, Touch 

Prerequisite Feats: Compel Alignment 

The personal rituals and methodical steps that craftsmen 

undertake are attractive to spirits of order and a priest is 

able to exploit this. By removing uncertainty and accidents 

from the process of crafting, the hero may add her Destiny 

as automatic successes to any Craft roll in which she has 

been included. She need not be the actual craftsman, but 

she must have been an integral part of the manufacturing 

process. The side effect of this is that the Craft Ability check 

cannot produce an unexpectedly good result. This Feat 

does not reduce or negate any of the requirements for 

crafting the desired item. 

Rite of Reinforcement 

Cost: 5 HR Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 4 

Duration: Scene Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: Prayer of Perfection 

Channelling an invisible host of spirits, the priest is able to 

impose a degree of order on the chaos of battle. This Feat 

creates an island of calm around the caster, (Destiny x 1m) 

in size, wherein all catastrophic rolls for physical actions are 

negated, becoming an ordinary failure instead. 

Fortification 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

The priests of Order bestow protection on the righteous. 

Fortification supplements a character’s soak roll by 

increasing their armour Soak by +1L/+1B per 1 HR spent, 

against a single attack. A hero with Destiny 3+ may confer 

this benefit on another, at no extra cost, as long as they are 

within (Channel x2m). This Feat has no effect on a 



character’s natural Soak. 

Blessed Fortitude 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Order, Touch 

Prerequisite Feats: Fortification 

Through faith and dedication to the righteous path, a priest 

may endure all manner of hardship. For each 1 HR spent, 

the hero may gain 1 point in Stamina. The hero may not 

gain more than his Destiny, and the normal limits for 

adding dice to a pool still apply. The effect expires at the 

end of the tick, or at the end of a dramatic action. Extended 

dramatic actions may require the hero to reapply this Feat, 

at the Storyteller’s discretion. If the hero possesses a 

Destiny of 4+, they may pay an extra 2 HR to cast this effect 

on another, although this makes the Feat obvious and 

requires the priest to touch the subject. 

Rite of the Martyr 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: Blessed Fortitude 

The more terrible the enemies and adversities they face, 

the greater the power of a priest’s spirit. The hero invokes 

this Feat when hit by an attack with the potential to 

damage her— that is, an attack with a calculated raw 

damage exceeding her Hardness, which therefore rolls at 

least one die of damage. The character rolls two dice for 

each damage die rolled. For each success on this roll, to a 

maximum of her Stamina in successes, the law-giver 

receives 1 HR. This Feat cannot increase the hero’s Heroic 

Reserves past its normal maximum, and the character can 

never gain more than 20 HR from any combination of Feats 

including Rite of the Martyr during a single tick. (Essence-

gathering Temper, p.207) 

Anointment of Health 

Cost: 8 HR Requires: Channel 5, Destiny 4 

Duration: Indefinite Type: Simple 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, Order, Touch 

Prerequisite Feats: Blessed Fortitude 

The efforts of the Order healer inspire the injured, the 

broken, the faltering and the weak to rise and take their 

burdens up again. This Feat gives the target a number of 

temporary -1 health levels equal to the caster’s Destiny. 

These health levels are the first lost when the character 

takes damage, and they are never healed back. When the 

hero stops committing HR to this Feat, the additional health 

levels fade without ill effect, whether or not they have 

been lost. They also fade instantly if Anointment of Health 

is used on the target again. (Anointment of Miraculous 

Health, p.219) 

Blessing of Bronze 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Channel 2, Endurance 2,  

Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

A boy cannot cut a bronze statue with a kitchen knife. Nor 

can a mere mortal slay the righteous with petty blows of 

steel. The hero invokes this Feat after an attack hits but 

before damage is rolled. This Feat sets her Hardness against 

that attack to 8. (Durability of Oak Meditation, p.206) 

Blessing of Iron 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Channel 3, Endurance 3,  

Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: Blessing of Bronze 

Mortal weapons are as the stings of wasps and hornets to 

the righteous followers of Order. The priest invokes this 

Feat after an attack hits him but before damage is rolled. 

Roll (his Stamina + Endurance) against a difficulty equal to 

the attacker’s Destiny (up to a maximum of 6). On a 

success, this Feat prevents all damage from the attack; on a 

failure, this Feat still gives him +4L/+4B armour Soak. (Iron 

Skin Concentration, p.206) 

Blessing of Steel 

Cost: 10 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 5, Endurance 4, 

Destiny 4 

Duration: Scene Type: Simple 

Keywords: Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: Blessing of Iron 

The Solar armors herself in the blazing glory of their 

righteous anger. This Feat channels Order spirits to protect 

the caster, manifesting as a suit of polished steel armor. 

The character can design the armor to suit his personal 

aesthetic and mood—it can be sleek, imposing, ornate or 

simple. Regardless of aesthetic, it is always unmistakably 

medium or heavy armor, and it always glows with a sterile 

white light. This light is bright enough to read by in a three-

meter radius.  

Characters can only use this Feat if they are not already 

wearing body armour. It creates armor with (2L/2B per 

Destiny) soak, 5 Hardness, a -1 mobility penalty and no 

fatigue penalty. The character is instantly fully armored. For 
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an additional 3 HR, if the character is not carrying a shield, 

he can create a glowing shield with the same stats as a 

Tower Shield. This shield is always unmistakably a shield 

and bears the emblem of the character’s chosen faith. 

(Glorious Solar Plate, p.205) 

Rites of Communion 

Resplendent Vestment 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Order, Touch 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

Priests of the Creed, and the Hadishas of Suraya, command 

both respect and admiration from their followers. For each 

1 HR spent, the hero may gain 1 point in Charisma. The 

hero may not gain more than his Destiny, and the normal 

limits for adding dice to a pool still apply. The effect expires 

at the end of the tick, or at the end of a dramatic action. 

Extended dramatic actions may require the hero to reapply 

this Feat, at the Storyteller’s discretion. If the hero 

possesses a Destiny of 4+, they may pay an extra 2 HR to 

cast this effect on another, although this makes the Feat 

obvious and requires the priest to touch the subject. 

Ancestral Guardian 

Cost: 1 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: varies Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: Resplendent Vestment 

The priests of Order may call upon the spirits of their 

honoured Ancestors during times of crisis. This Feat 

summons an Order spirit into corporeal form. The spirit 

appears in the form of a ghostly warrior from the caster’s 

past. Its purpose is to defend the hero or those the caster 

nominates as allies. It may only make Guard or Defend 

Other actions, and may take a reflexive Move action if 

required to fulfil its purpose. The spirit may be targeted and 

attacked as normal. 

A summoned Ancestor spirit has a parry DV of 1, 1 Bruised 

(-0) Health Level and 1 L/1B soak per 1 HR committed to 

the Feat, up to twice the priest’s Destiny Trait. The spirit 

will remain in Mundus until it has taken a number of 

actions equal to the caster’s Channel Ability, until the caster 

releases it, or until it is defeated. 

Manifestation 

Cost: 10 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 5, Destiny 4 

Duration: Scene Type: Simple (Speed 7, -2 DV) 

Keywords: Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: Call of the Ancestor 

When ordinary means have failed, and there is nothing 

left save life and death, then the righteous may give 

themselves over to the saints of battle and make 

themselves implacable enemies to their foes. This Feat 

allows a character to become temporarily possessed by a 

greater spirit of Order, although the faithful see it as a 

manifestation of a Saint’s divine blessing. It gives the 

character three extra dice to all combat-related pools and 

removes all wound penalties. The hero begins to 

regenerate HR at a rate of 1 per tick. 

The character’s mind is consumed by the spirit. The 

character cannot speak coherently and cannot retreat. She 

may only take one or more of the following actions: moving 

toward her current target by the shortest route, attacking 

enemies within range, waiting for an attacker to engage her 

or selecting the nearest enemy as a new target when her 

previous target is incapacitated, dead or not locatable. 

This Feat lasts until the character can no longer locate an 

enemy to kill. Enemies include known enemies and those 

who get in her way. Strangers and acquaintances can earn 



the enemy label if they are dressed like the enemy or if 

they act in a suspicious fashion. The character will not 

attack close friends, relatives or lovers for suspicious action 

or clothing—they must actively interfere to become targets 

of attack. 

To end this Feat prematurely, the hero must spend 3 

Willpower. Reduce this to 1 Willpower if a loved one or 

friend attempts to restrain the character. Unfortunately, if 

the character does not spend the Willpower when a loved 

one attempts to break her battle-trance, she is almost 

certain to lash out at the unrecognizable blur distracting 

her from slaying her target. 

Manifestation is extremely draining. When it ends the hero 

loses all HR except for (Courage + Conviction + 

Temperance). HR will recover at the normal rate after that. 

(Bloodthirsty Sword-dancer Spirit, p.208) 

Rite of Remembrance 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Channel 2, Occult 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple (1 long tick) 

Keywords: Combo, Order, Touch 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

Death and time are no impediment to a priest of Order. The 

Rite of Remembrance allows the hero to view the events 

leading up to a subject’s death. This requires touching the 

body of the deceased or, should the body no longer be 

whole, the ribcage or skull. The priest rolls (Perception + 

Occult) against a difficulty equal to the number of intervals 

they wish to view. An interval is a length of time dependent 

on the Destiny of the deceased subject. (1 minute for 

Destiny 1, 10 minutes for Destiny 2, 1 Hour for Destiny 3, 6 

hours for Destiny 4, and 1 day for Destiny 5+). 

The cost of this Feat is 2 HR per interval. The viewing is 

seen by the priest as if through the subject’s senses, 

although the caster can control the flow of time – jumping 

forwards or back to find the information they seek. The 

priest may take no action other than talking while the Rite 

is in progress, but may end it at any time. Once a viewing is 

completed, the deceased may not be subject to this Feat 

again for seven days. 

The Three-fold Song 

Cost: 8 HR Requires: Channel 4, Occult 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo, Order, Touch 

Prerequisite Feats: Rite of Remembrance 

In Suraya, the hadishas teach that the past is woven of 

three threads – intention, decision, and action. The Three-

fold Song, as they call it, leaves imprints on the world that 

can be viewed by the righteous and learned scholar. This 

Feat aids a relevant roll to discern information about the 

history of an item or place. The character may add her 

Destiny as automatic successes, or her Occult as additional 

dice, to the task. The scholar must be able to touch the 

object or remain in the place to be investigated for at least 

an hour over the course of the investigation. Using this Feat 

may also reveal information that would not be available to 

mundane investigative techniques. 

Castigating Judgement 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Channel 2, Occult 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, Order, Social 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

The priest ignites her spirit with the essence of Order. This 

Feat can enhance a physical attack. This Feat causes the 

attack to inflict aggravated damage against creatures of 

Creation or Chaos 

This Feat can also enhance social attacks that create guilt, 

shame or fear, or where the priest uses a stunt to draw on 

these emotions. It makes creatures of Creation or Chaos 

treat the social attack as unnatural mental influence that 

costs 1 Willpower to resist. This Feat also halves the 

creature’s base MDVs against the attack. (Enemy-

castigating Solar Judgment, p.205) 

Prayer of Affirmation 

Cost: 8 HR Requires: Channel 3, Occult 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Scene Type: Simple 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: Castigating Judgment 

The presence of the law-giver wards away chaos and 

uncertainty. This Feat surrounds the character with a 

mystic pattern of spiritual Order. The character’s 

immediate vicinity—out to (Destiny x 1m)—functions 

according to the laws of Mundus, even if the character is 

deep in the Chaos Wastes, an elemental rift, or some 

stranger location. The character may need to make a roll on 

(Attribute + Occult) to maintain the prayer against strong 

influences such as the presence of a Primal. (Chaos-

repelling Pattern, p.216) 

Rite of Proscription 

Cost: 10 HR Requires: Channel 4, Occult 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: Scene Type: Simple 

Keywords: Combo, Influence, Obvious, Order 

Prerequisite Feats: Castigating Judgment 

The law-giver casts out spirits. She spreads her arms, and a 

blazing ring of sterile white light spreads from her, forming 

a circle centered on the character with a radius equal to 

(Destiny x 1m). This circle remains centered on the 



character for the remainder of the scene. This Feat imposes 

an unnatural influence effect on all spirit creatures who 

take actions in this scene. They are compelled not to enter 

the circle and not to stay within the circle. Resisting costs 

Willpower equal to the hero’s Destiny, after which the spirit 

can ignore the Rite of Proscription for the remainder of the 

scene. Spirit creatures include ghouls and ghasts and other 

possessed beings, most types of undead, elementals, 

Ancestor spirits, and demons. The Rite has no effect on 

other Feats that do not actively summon a spirit into the 

world – it would not deflect an Oblivion Bolt, for example, 

but it would prevent a summoned Lord of Change from 

entering the circle. (Spirit-repelling Diagram, p.221) 

Righteous Touch 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 4, Occult 4, Destiny 4 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, Order, Touch 

Prerequisite Feats: Rite of Proscription 

Priests of Order are able to restore the patterns of the soul, 

returning them to the righteous path. The hero spends up 

to their (Charisma + Occult) in HR. Each HR spent gives 1 die 

to roll against an opposing Feat of Creation or Chaos, which 

has a DV equal to its caster’s (Destiny +1). In the event that 

this score is unknown, use 1 + the minimum Destiny 

required for that Feat. Success means that the opposing 

Feat ends immediately. The priest must touch the subject 

of the opposing Feat. 

This Feat may be used as a counter-attack against valid 

Feats when they are activated. Success means that the 

opposing Feat activates but has no effect. The cancelled 

Feat’s owner still pays the cost of their Feat and suffers DV 

penalties and any other restrictions just as if their Feat had 

worked. 

Righteous Touch cannot be used to unravel effects caused 

by ritual magic, enchanted items, or other sorceries that 

are not Feats of Creation or Chaos. 

 


